EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONDER
& PADI RESCUE DIVER COURSE
At Davy Jones Locker we teach a maximum of 4 students per
instructor. This is to maintain our high standards of teaching
and to ensure all students have a fun yet safe learning
experience. We also believe that smaller groups help produce
more professional, confident divers.
PADI Rescue Diver Schedule;
Up till now your training has focused on making you a
better diver. Now it's time to think about everyone else!
We start with a one day CPR and first aid qualification.
You watch a video during the morning, then undertake a
practical session in the afternoon learning the steps you take
in dealing with an accident. This includes assessing the scene,
alerting EMS, checking for breathing, circulation, serious
bleeding, spinal injuries and shock then progressing onto
secondary care. This is followed by a written exam.
The rescue course occupies the following three days –
academics each morning and water work in the afternoons.
On the first day of rescue we look at surface problems, tired
and panicked divers, rescues where you can remain on the
boat and others where you need to enter the water. We also
take our first look at coping with an unconscious diver at the
surface, and inventory all the objects on the boat which might
be useful in an emergency.
On day two we move into underwater problems - sorting out divers who are overexerted, have bad buoyancy or are
out of air. We practice solving these problems during the 'disaster dive' where we'll simulate situations for you to
deal with. We then start to look at how to manage an emergency, run search patterns and surface an unconscious
diver, plus make an egress to the boat.
Day three starts with a review of the skills you've learned, then progresses into final scenarios. You will be in charge
of the boat, your instructor and other DJL staff will simulate problems which you will have to manage. Expect the
worst - swimmers getting hit by drifting jellyfish, missing divers, unconscious victims and more. . .
The PADI Rescue Diver Course is hard work, but great fun & very rewarding.

